Council on Academic Affairs

05/25/11

3:00 PM – 5:00 PM

385 Bricker Hall

Agenda

1. Report from the Co-Chairs—Jay S. Hobgood, James W. Cogdell
2. Report from the Vice Chair—W. Randy Smith
3. Subcommittee C—Sarah Douglas, Sean Fitzpatrick, John Fellingham, Kay Wolf

ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF ARTS & HUMANITIES
- Classical Greek Concentration-BA
- Classical Greek and Latin Concentration – BA
- Classical Humanities-BA
- Latin Concentration – BA
- Modern Greek-BA
- Modern Greek-Undergrad Minor
- Classical Greek–Undergrad Minor
- Latin-Undergrad Minor
- Classical Humanities-Undergrad Minor
- History of Art- BA
- History of Art - Minor
- World Literatures – BA
- Theatre-BA
- Theatre-Undergrad Minor

ARTS AND SCIENCES: DIVISION OF NATURAL & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
- Evolution, Ecology & Organismal Biology-MS
- Evolution, Ecology & Organismal Biology-PhD
- Molecular Genetics-MS
- Molecular Genetics-PhD
- Physics-PhD
- Physics-MS
- Physics-BS/MS

EDUCATION & HUMAN ECOLOGY
- GIS in College and University Teaching
- Technical Education and Training-BSEd
- Sport Industry-BSEd
- Integrated Language Arts/English Education – BSEd
- Foreign Language Education-BSEd
- Technology Education-BSEd (Deactivation)

4. Adjourn